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Question: 1
Which of the following can NOT be configured with the security policy settings document?
A. Password synchronization
B. Password recovery options
C. Execution control lists (ECLs)
D. Notes and Internet password settings
Answer: B
Question: 2
Barbara wishes to migrate her company's Notes certifier to the new Certificate Authority process.
She has chosen to encrypt the certifier id with the server id instead of creating a specific trusted
id. What Domino server console command must be issued to secure the certifier?
A. load activate ca <idfile>
B. load ca <password> unlock
C. tell ca activate <password>
D. tell ca unlock <idfile><password>
Answer: C
Question: 3
Select the notes.ini parameter that deny's any user from accessing a server in full access
administrator mode.
A. SET_RESTRICT_FULLACCESS=1
B. RESTRICT_FULLADMIN_ACCESS=1
C. SECURE_DISABLE_FULLADMIN = 1
D. FULLACCESS_ADMIN_RESTRICTED=1
Answer: C
Question: 4
Martin, the Domino administrator, has established a Security Policy document that allows users to
change their Internet passwords via HTTP. However, users are still unable to make this change
while in Domino Web Access. Martin has verified the following:
- All users have the security policy correctly applied
- Users have proper rights to the Domino Directory
- Adminp is running correctly on the Domino server
Which of the following best describes the user's inability to change their Internet password?
A. The Domino server requires the DSAPI security filter of nInetPassword to be put in place
B. Domino HTTP does not allow an authenticated user to change their Internet password, only a
Notes id password
C. The security tab of the Domino Web Access server document does not have the users in the
field to allow modifications of person documents
D. The server configuration document for that server has the option for modification of Internet
passwords while in Domino Web Access tab set to disabled
Answer: D
Question: 5
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Josh discovered that his Domino web server was allowing less secure authentication against his
Domino Directory for all of his users. He is moving the authentication from lower security to higher
security. Which of the following login ids will NOT be allowed when he makes the change and
restarts his Domino web server?
A. AJones
B. Alan Jones
C. CN=Alan Jones
D. Alan_Jones@company.com
Answer: A
Question: 6
Marcy has a habit of misplacing and forgetting the password for her user.id file. You have
provided password recovery services to her numerous times. However, she has called back
stating the recovery passwords she had written down from your previous recovery successes no
longer works. Which of the following provides the best explanation?
A. You set her person document's recovery attempt field to Disabled
B. She has exceeded the maximum times a recovery password may be utilized on an id file
C. You enabled password synchronization between Notes and Internet passwords via policies
D. She recently accepted a new position and was moved to a new organizational unit in the
company
Answer: D
Question: 7
Jim, the Domino administrator, wishes to deny access to a server named Mail14 for a user
named Randy. Jim also wants to verify that Randy cannot view a list of names that have been
denied server access to Mail14. Which of the following provides that functionality?
A. ID lockout for Randy's id
B. Forced password change for Randy's id
C. Notes ID password recovery for Randy's id
D. "Not access server" field in the Mail14 server document
Answer: A
Question: 8
Gayle was responsible for creating security policy settings documents for her organization. After
Gayle left, they were having trouble with policies being applied in areas unexpected and not
working properly in other areas of the organization. You are now responsible for sorting out the
structure of the security policy settings. Which of the following represents the order in which a
policy setting would be applied to a user in order, from the lowest to highest priority?
A. Exception policy, Explicit policy with setting from parent, Explicit policy with setting from parent
Organization
B. Explicit policy with enforced settings from parent, Organizational policy with enforced settings
and Exception policy
C. Organizational policy with settings from child, Organization policy with setting from parent and
Explicit policy with setting from child
D. Organizational Policy with settings from parent, Explicit policy with settings from parent and
Explicit policy with enforced settings from parent
Answer: D
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Question: 9
Data is not being successfully sent to a cgi program on the Domino web server by Jenny, a user.
Another user in the Bakery department can start a program successfully on the web server after
logging in. One of the members of LocalDomainAdmins, Brian, tests the same cgi script and has
sent data successfully. Which of the following would be the correct settings to allow Jenny to
send data to the cgi program?
A. Set Anonymous to Read, -Default- to Author and LocalDomainAdmins to Manager
B. Set LocalDomainAdmins to Editor, -Default- to Get and Anonymus to No Access
C. Set -Default- to Post, Anonymous to Get and LocalDomainAdmins remain the same
D. Set -Default- to Reader, Anonymous to Depositor and LocalDomainAdmins to Upload
Answer: C
Question: 10
You have been asked to make a comprehensive administration structure that contains restricted
rights for certain groups of administrators. While maintaining the rights to remotely administer
Unix servers, which of the following Domino administrator access level is not automatically
granted Manager access to databases on the server, nor do they have any access to the Web
Administrator database?
A. Administrators
B. Console administrator
C. Database administrators
D. Full access administrator
Answer: C
Question: 11
From the following, select the listing which provides agent manager rights ranked in order from
the highest to the lowest.
A. Run unrestricted methods and operations
Sign agents to run on behalf of someone else
Sign agents to run on behalf of the invoker of the agent
Run restricted LotusScript/Java agents
Run simple and formula agents
Sign script libraries to run on behalf of someone else
B. Run simple and formula agents
Sign agents to run on behalf of someone else
Run restricted LotusScript/Java agents
Run unrestricted methods and operations
Sign script libraries to run on behalf of someone else
Sign agents to run on behalf of the invoker of the agent
C. Sign script libraries to run on behalf of someone else
Sign agents to run on behalf of the invoker of the agent
Sign agents to run on behalf of someone else
Run unrestricted methods and operations
Run restricted LotusScript/Java agents
Run simple and formula agents
D. Sign agents to run on behalf of the invoker of the agent
Run restricted LotusScript/Java agents
Sign agents to run on behalf of someone else
Run unrestricted methods and operations
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